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Climate change and human beings
How do people cause climate change? How are people affected by climate change?
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Influencing climate change

How do people cause climate change?
The climate is changing, but how? What are people doing to
change the climate? Tell us what you know.

REDUCE THE USE OF PLASTIC
I think people should reduce the production of plastic, because
plastic is impossible to destroy.
They can not be burned with �re  because they cause air
pollution.
Air pollution is sereve in many parts of  the world.Nive out of the
people in the world brea the pulluted air.and the number of 
Air pllution is every where. No matter where you live,you can not
escape.Subtle pollutants is the air break through our respiratory
and circulatory systems, and damage our lungs,heart, and brain.

Well, in my opinion we are de�netly the main reason for climate
change and to be honest i think that the ignorance that some
people have about this subject is one of the factors that cause a
lot of problems. To make myself clear, by "ignorance" i refer to
our capacity to not understand how important this problem is
because we refuse to take it serious and we don't do enough
research that could  help us extend our mentality and think
outside the box. Some people don't realise that we arrived at a
point with no return and think "a single person won't change
anything" refered to theirselves, that way  we won't be able to
unite and make any changes. Apart of "don't use plastic and don't
throw garbage on the streets", our mentality and understanding
have a very important role in us, affecting climate change. 
Andreea

climate change (marty)
men whit badly distributed co2
causes global warming which leads to change climatic
making the seasons lose their rhythm
and therefore change the climate.
climate change hurts us a lot areas of the earth that were once
thriving are now arid areas and this leads to the lifestyle of the
people who are in that place.
we are destroying ourselves 
we must wake up

bd

The climate change damage where with...
The climate change damage where with the air
Because, the air is dirty and fogish.
The climate Change damage where too with garbage.
Because the garbage lies everywhere around.

The people
The people burn fossil fuels, such as oil, etc.,or deforest and
burn them, they produce a large amount of carbon dioxide,
which is a greenhouse gas.These greenhouse gases are highly
transparent to visible light from solar radiation and emitted to
the earth. The long-wave radiation is highly absorptive, and can
strongly absorb infrared rays in  the ground radiation, causing
the temperature of the earth to rise, that is, the greenhouse
effect. Global warming will cause global redistribution of
precipitation, melting of glaciers and permafrost ,and rising sea
levels, which will not only endanger the balance of natural
ecosystems ,but also threaten human survival.
On the other hand, due to the rise of continental greenhouse gas
emissions, the mainland's temperature has risen, and the
temperature difference between the mainland and the ocean has
become smaller ,which has recently  caused slower air �ow, and
the haze cannot be blown away in a short time. Vehicle
restrictions ,production suspension and other measurers have
only short-term and partial effects, and cannot fundamentally
change climate warming and smog pollution.
So i think people should reduce the amount of air harmful
things.

how do people cause climate change?
Scientists agree that today’s warming is primarily caused by
humans putting too much carbon in the atmosphere, like when
we choose to extract and burn coal, oil, and gas, or cut down and
burn forests.

climate change
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You all know climate change is real but �rst, what is climate
change? 
Climate change is a global challenge that has no borders and to
combat it requires coordinated work by all countries. The main
cause of climate change is global warming. Climate change is
caused by an increase in greenhouse gases, deforestation,
destruction of marine ecosystems, population increase etc.
Experts agree that the Industrial Revolution was the turning
point when emissions of greenhouse effect gases entering the
atmosphere began to soar. The Industrial Revolution was itself
borne out of smaller revolutions: agricultural, technological,
demographic, transport, �nance… From then onward,
population growth (in 1750, there were fewer than 800 million
people on Earth, whereas now we are over 7.5 billion), The main
impact was the increase in the global temperature of the planet,

which has risen 1.1°C since this period, although it is estimated
that, by the end of the present Century, the thermometer could
rise by 2.7°C even if national commitments to reduce emissions
are ful�lled.

people
Scientists attribute the global warming trend observed since the

mid-20th century to the human expansion

People are reducing the use of plastic and everything that has a
strong environmental impact.
I think they do well, to save the earth. If even if many still do
nothing to contribute, I too am wrong a few times and in fact I
am trying to improve every day, to help save our land.
Zakaria elfarkh

Hello everybody
Hi there. I think plastic should be reduced because it won't go
away in the environment for up to 450 years. I also think that
one should �y less on vacation because the fuel is very bad.
Therefore, you should avoid cars, buses and planes, for example.

Arda

The People of the Earth

The People in the Citys pollute the City.
Always More People pollute the invirontmant  and Are Not think
highly of attention to what Couleur happen.
Not only the does the waste pollute the Earth, Bit also the smoke
that is consumed.
For example: 
Co2, cowmist, petrol and Mandy other things.
Many People destroy the animal‘s habibtat by falling the trees.

Hi there. I think plastic should be reduced because it won't go
away in the environment for up to 450 years. I also think that

one should �y less on vacation because the fuel is very bad.
Therefore, you should avoid cars, buses and planes, for example.

Arda

Hi there. I think plastic should be reduced because it won't go
away in the environment for up to 450 years. I also think that
one should �y less on vacation because the fuel is very bad.
Therefore, you should avoid cars, buses and planes, for example.
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The Climate...
may get Headache
The climate damage us.
Always more People make dirty the inveramont.
Examples:

The People throw the trash on the �oor.
Or the People Smoking,throught it is the air dirty.
Or the Factorys bring smoke in stande and throught it is enn
Co2.

We be ill.
We get a Diseases.
 Examples:

Man may get Headache.
Or adominal pain.

The Damage ist verry dangerous for the Little Kids.
The Kids become faster Diseases.

protects the environment
If people don't protect the environment, my pet dies. the human
causes worse things such as smoking, driving, setting up
factories without �lters that turn the gas into air, throwing
rubbish on the ground and throwing rubbish into the sea or       
lakes. mirac,germany

NOUR AYADI FROM TUNISIA
How do people cause climate change?

WHEN DID HUMANS FIRST BEGIN TO CAUSE CLIMATE
CHANGE?

Experts agree that the Industrial Revolution was the turning
point when emissions of greenhouse effect gases entering the
atmosphere began to soar. The Industrial Revolution was itself
borne out of smaller revolutions: agricultural, technological,
demographic, transport, �nance… creating a new model of



production and consumption.
The global temperature increase brings disastrous
consequences, endangering the survival of the Earth’s �ora and
fauna, including human beings. The worst climate change
impacts include the melting of the ice mass at the poles, which
in turn causes rising sea level, producing �ooding and
threatening coastal environments through which small island
states risk disappearing entirely.

The People
The people burn fossil fuels, such as oil, etc.,or deforest and
burn them, they produce a large amount of carbon dioxide,
which is a greenhouse gas.These greenhouse gases are highly
transparent to visible light from solar radiation and emitted to
the earth. The long-wave radiation is highly absorptive, and can
strongly absorb infrared rays in  the ground radiation, causing
the temperature of the earth to rise, that is, the greenhouse
effect. Global warming will cause global redistribution of
precipitation, melting of glaciers and permafrost ,and rising sea
levels, which will not only endanger the balance of natural
ecosystems ,but also threaten human survival.
On the other hand, due to the rise of continental greenhouse gas
emissions, the mainland's temperature has risen, and the
temperature difference between the mainland and the ocean has
become smaller ,which has recently  caused slower air �ow, and
the haze cannot be blown away in a short time. Vehicle
restrictions ,production suspension and other measurers have
only short-term and partial effects, and cannot fundamentally
change climate warming and smog pollution.
So i think people should reduce the amount of air harmful
things.
_elif

Affected by climate change

How are people affected by climate change?
Write us your thoughts: how does climate change affect
humanity?

WE HAVE TO LOVE OUR PLANET AND THE
NATURE
We  can not destroy the creatures of nuture 

climate change affects our health by all the
pollution which at it's turn is caused by all
plastic thrown on the streets, or in the water
(oceans, rivers etc.) , and all the factories in
the industry. The air that we breathe is
polluted , the water that we drink is also
polluted by all the reasons above, and this
has a big part of influencing our health.

Andreea

Air pollution can damage human bodies
There are many potential effects of air pollution on health, from
subtle physiological changes in the body to obvious symptoms
such as itchy nose and throat marks, asthma, cough , chest, pain
or tightness. Patients with asthma or chronic respiratory disease
are exacerbated  by exposure to air pollutions.
Although the extent to which different people are affected by air
pollution depends on different factors, people of different ages
are affected by poor air quality, and the impact of air pollution
on children and the elderly is greater.
A number of local studies have shown that there is an important
relationship between the number of hospital admissions and
premature deaths due to respiratory and cardiovascular diseases
and severe air pollution. 
So we have to protect nature!!!!!!
                                                                                                                 
                                                          

Health

Climate action is just what the doctor ordered. And we mean
that quite literally. Medical professionals have increasingly been
sounding the alarm about the risks and consequences of
continually burning fossil fuels. 

 Here’s the problem. The same dirty fossil fuel emissions that
contribute to the greenhouse effect can lead to respiratory
diseases – such as asthma – in children and adults. And they can
be quite dangerous. Air pollution kills an estimated 7 million
people worldwide every year, according to the World Health
Organization.

How does climate change affect people?
The in�uences of weather and climate on human health are
signi�cant and varied. Exposure to health hazards related to
climate change affects different people and different
communities to different degrees. With climate change, the
frequency, severity, duration, and location of weather and
climate phenomena—like rising temperatures, heavy rains and
droughts, and some other kinds of severe weather—are
changing.

Health

The Probleme is the peoples Smoking. 
This pollutes the air and 
become sick.
And we Not only is smoking polluting the air, but also of
factories and C02.
 

https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/climate-change-is-killing-our-patients/?fbclid=IwAR3Cbs1AmRJyV1mxlpHqdUi8rCsEwq4CBV-XmRnqgvkvhyjUfuEJxe4DQM0
https://www.who.int/airpollution/en/
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How are people affected by climate change?
climate change greatly in�uences public life the heavy �oods
that can also lead to disasters and the terrible heat brings health
problems
M

Invirontmant
The people Smoking the Most People.
The Inviromant is Not clean.
Ist is Dirty and destroyed.
The air is Dirty and this ist Danger dir the people esspeciely dir
Little babys. 
Z.b. In China Must the People Mouthguard because the China
Clinc Found a bacteria That spread in the air.
And this Ostberlin Good for us People.

The People are sevely affected

If we or other People damage the inverament, than is it dirty.
Not only we People are affected from climat and inveramont, but
too the animals.

More and more People cases the threes.
So not only do they get we do not air but too animals.

noura ayadi 13 YEAR OLD tUNISIA

personally i think climate change is done by humans mistakes
(extraction of oil , no recycling, cutting a trees ,...) it's a global
challenge that has no borders and to combat it requires
coordinated work by all countries.

NOUR AYADI TUNISIA

How are people affected by climate change?
Climate change also increases the appearance of more violent
weather phenomena, drought, �res, the death of animal and
plant species, �ooding from rivers and lakes, the creation of
climate refugees and destruction of the food chain and
economic resources, especially in developing countries.

Climate Change Effects
Among the fossil fuels, "coal" appears as the main responsible.
While 27% of the primary energy demand is supplied from coal
on a global scale, 43% of the energy-based greenhouse gas
emissions are from coal. Coal is followed by oil with 36% and
natural gas with 20%. Coal releases 1.7 times CO2 of natural gas
per unit of energy produced into the atmosphere.
The impact of climate change is not just an increase in
temperatures. As well as plants, animals and ecosystems, human
communities are at serious risk as a result of factors such as
drought, �oods, severe hurricanes, increased frequency and
impact of extreme weather events, elevated ocean and sea water
levels, increased acidity of the oceans, melting glaciers.
Human activities, greenhouse gases, aerosols and cloudiness in
the Earth's atmosphere
affects climate change. Largest known within human activities
The reason is the burning of fossil fuels that release carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere.
you know that we are heavily affected by climate change.
Unfortunately, fossil fuel use is one of the most important
environmental problems of today, and although we know this,
fossil fuels have become addictive factors for us. therefore, we
should reduce fossil fuel use as much as possible to be less
affected by climate change.
Azra Atılgan


